A N I N D O O R L O C AT I O N P R O V I D E R B A S E D O N
PA R T I C I PAT O R Y S E N S I N G

This chapter describes the design of WBroximity as a possible
positioning support component for the iVu.KOM framework,
as shown in Figure 30). WBroximity is a positioning service
based on WLAN- and Bluetooth- proximity sensing. Therefore,
WBroximity provides a functional positioning solution in areas
where GPS performance can degrade, like in indoor environments.
When combined with iVu.KOM, WBroximity can provide support
for indoor viewer-centric applications (e.g. augmented reality
indoor navigation). The chapter explains in detail the concept
of leveraging participatory sensing to collaboratively build a
database of WLAN and Bluetooth fingerprints and utilize them
for positioning tasks.

Figure 30: Components covered by this chapter

6.1
6.1.1

motivation
Using WLAN for Positioning

Commonly, GPS performs poorly in indoor settings due to signal blockage and multipath effects. This in turn disables GPSequipped mobile devices from benefiting from GPS in a range
of indoor location-based services (e.g., navigation and object
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6

For non-LOS
environments,
fingerprinting
proves most relevant

tracking). One promising technique for indoor positioning is to
utilize the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) signals, because
they show location-dependent characteristics. A WLAN-based
technique has also economic advantages. WLAN installations are
ubiquitous in indoor scenarios (office environments, as well as
apartment blocks). Hence, no additional installation costs are
needed. Additionally, the number of mobile devices with WLAN
interface is ever increasing, allowing such devices to seamlessly
benefit from a WLAN-based positioning system.
Performance evaluations of WLAN positioning [45] showed that
a location fingerprinting scheme is most relevant for indoor environments because such scheme does not require a line-of-sight
between the transmitter and the receiver as normally required
by other schemes like Time of Arrival (TOA) [21]. Commonly,
location fingerprinting models the positioning problem as a data
classification problem. During the offline phase a radio map is
built in the target environment by collecting the Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurements of the nearby access points at
specific sampling locations. Location models are then built given
the radio map using a supervised machine learning algorithm,
e.g., a Decision Tree or Naïve Bayes [35]. In the online phase,
RSS measurements are used to calculate the estimated location
coordinates in real-time based on the models built in the offline
phase.
6.1.2

Participatory
sensing: users collect
the fingerprints

Exploiting Participatory Sensing

Unsurprisingly, collecting fingerprints turns out to be the most
costly phase, especially when a wide system coverage is required
while maintaining acceptable levels of accuracy. For example,
the commercial positioning service Skyhook [13] employs many
drivers to scan WLAN hotspots by driving through streets in cities
and towns. Scanning should be even done on a periodic basis to
cater for the fact that the WLAN infrastructure can change over
time, e.g., when some access points are shut down, relocated or
replaced. Besides the incurred high costs, this approach has limitations when accuracy of indoor positioning is concerned. Firstly,
as scanning is done from vehicles in the streets, real scanning of
fingerprints inside buildings remains unapproachable, which in
general affects the accuracy obtained indoors. Secondly, because
WLAN signals are known to travel relatively long distances (up to
40m indoors [64]), precise localization requires gathering a large
number of fingerprints and probably high-dimensional fingerprints (i.e. many networks per each fingerprint) which may not
be affordable at all places.
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6.1.3

The Combination

WBroximity (short for WLAN and Bluetooth Proximity sensing)
provides a novel solution to address the aforementioned concerns
as follows:
• WBroximity combines the good of WLAN and Bluetooth
technologies for location fingerprinting. Similar to WLAN,
Bluetooth is already integrated in modern mobile devices,
and moreover in many consumer gadgets like game consoles, printers, and speakers [14]. However, in contrast to
WLAN, Bluetooth provides a short-range wireless coverage
(up to 10m for Bluetooth Class 2 [14]), which makes it relevant for fingerprinting locations indoors (up to the room
level).
• WBroximity uses participatory sensing to collect location fingerprints. In participatory sensing [20], a user of a mobile
device can be viewed as a mobile sensor node that gathers
data and shares it among all users. For the specific purpose
of positioning, users participate with the gathered fingerprints plus user-generated fingerprint labels. A fingerprint
label is a small piece of information indicating where the
user was when a fingerprint was collected.
The benefit of using a participatory sensing paradigm here is
threefold:
1. Cutting the costs. With participatory sensing it is possible
to eliminate the extra costs that are otherwise needed to
employ drivers to scan fingerprints. Normal users will do
this job on a voluntary basis.
2. Increasing the coverage. Because of the always-with alwayson nature of the mobile devices, fingerprints scanning can
reach wherever the users go.
3. Increasing the accuracy. The fact that the same location
can be sampled by many users independently provides
useful redundancy and a way to control the quality of
data gathered by each user. Moreover, with participatory
sensing, it is also possible to scan fingerprints directly inside
buildings, as contrary to scanning them in the street only.
6.2

system description

As depicted in Figure 31, the design of WBroximity follows a
client-server architecture:
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WBroximity
combines WLAN,
Bluetooth and
participatory
sensing

• the client runs as a background service on the user’s mobile
device and offers functions for scanning the WLAN and Bluetooth fingerprints, getting the fingerprints assigned with the
user-provided labels and communicating the fingerprints
with the server. Labels themselves are provided using a
feedback frontend. If available, the GPS can be used to provide GPS data as labels (explained next in Section 6.2.1).
Through a dedicated interface, LBS can access WBroximity
and obtain location information. By this means, iVu.KOM
can also benefit from WBroximity as a location provider.
• the server maintains a global location model, which contains all labeled fingerprints that are collected from different
participants. A labeled fingerprint is used by the model adaptation function to re-build the model. Unlabeled fingerprints
are used by the classification function to get a location fix.

Figure 31: Client and server components of the WBroximity service

Appendix A describes the implementation of WBroximity as a
location provider for the Android platform.
6.2.1

Collecting and labeling the Fingerprints

Collecting and labeling the fingerprints form the part of the
system where users contribute to improve the overall positioning
accuracy. Most WLAN and Bluetooth network cards can read at
least the following information about networks in range:
• the Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID), representing the name
of the WLAN/Bluetooth network.
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• the Media Access Control (MAC) address, representing the
unique physical address of the network card for a WLAN or
Bluetooth device.
• the Received Signal Strength (RSS), indicating the strength
of the received signal.
Therefore, a location fingerprint comprises these three parameters for all WLAN and Bluetooth networks detected at that location.
The current design of WBroximity allows fingerprints to be
labeled with a symbolic location, i.e. a string representing the
user’s location (e.g., office, kitchen, administration building, etc.).
As shown in Figure 32a, a symbolic label is created using a
frontend by manually entering the name of the location the
user thinks she is at. However, to display on a map a location
determined by WBroximity, GPS data (longitude and latitude) are
to be tagged with the symbolic label. This can be achieved by one
of the following ways:
• the symbolic label is tagged with the last position fix that is
read from the on-board GPS receiver. This method assumes
that the participating user is using a GPS-capable mobile
device.
• for participants without a GPS-capable device (or when GPS
signal is not available), a map view is offered on which the
participant can manually pinpoint her location. The map
view can be used outdoors as shown in Figure 32b and
indoors as shown in Figure 32c. The map view (at different
zoom levels) is geo-referenced, meaning that the relative
coordinates of points inside the view can be easily mapped
to absolute GPS coordinates.

6.2.2

Building the Model and Classification

On the server, labeled fingerprints are used as input to a classification algorithm to build the location model. As symbolic labels are
being used here, it is needed to apply classifiers that support discrete class attributes. In the current design, Naïve Bayes [35] was
chosen as a classifier as it has strong independence assumptions,
which matches quite well the characteristics of the underlying
fingerprints. In particular, Naïve Bayes assumes that the presence
of a network is unrelated to the presence of any other network.
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WBroximity
symbolic labeling

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 32: (a) Symbolic labeling (b) Map view for outdoor labeling (c)
Map view for indoor labeling (d) Returning most probable
locations
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Commonly, Naïve Bayes classification works by picking the
hypothesis (or class) that is most probable (known as the maximum
a posteriori rule). The rule can be formulated as follows:

classify(f1 , · · · , fn ) = arg max p(C = c)
C

n
Y

p(Fi = fi |C = c)

i=1

(6.1)
where f1 , · · · , fn are the features included in the instance to be
classified (i.e. the fingerprint, in our case), and C is the instance
class (i.e. the location label in our case). Another advantage of
Naïve Bayes is that it outputs not only the predicted class, but
also a probability distribution over all classes. Using this feature,
WBroximity returns not only the location label with the highest
classification accuracy, but also the probability distribution of
other labels (Figure 32d), which makes the users more confident
and aware of the service performance.
6.3

wbroximity location fix: an example

This example shows how WBroximity transforms symbolic labels
into GPS geographic locations and how it computes the location
accuracy. As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, whenever available, GPS
coordinates are appended to the symbolic labels. In the test
case shown in Figure 33a, the author has pinpointed his actual
location (marked by the dark spot) on an accurate indoor map of
the KOM lab building1 . The map is also accurately geo-referenced
so that GPS coordinates can be assigned to the locations inside the
building. At this test location, 10 WLAN hotspots were detected, 3
of them are known to be operated within the test building. With
220 fingerprints used to build the location model, the 4 empty
circles (with solid perimeter) in the figure represent the locations
of the 4 most likely labels {l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 } and the probability of each
location as reported by the Naïve Bayes classifier2 . Therefore, the
worst location estimate has simply the GPS coordinates of the
smallest empty circle (i.e., with 9%), the best location estimate
has the coordinates of the largest empty circle (i.e., with 28%),
and the coordinates of the average estimate (marked by the red
spot) is computed according the following formula:

xavg =

4
X
(pi ∗ xi )

(6.2)

i=1

1 At the TU Darmstadt
2 In Figure 33a, the size of the empty circle (with solid perimeter) is proportional
to the obtained probability.
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Translating a
classified symbolic
label into a GPS
position

(a) WBroximity worst, average and best position fixes

(b) Performance of WBroximity vs. performance of Skyhook

Figure 33: Computing WBroximity location fix from symbolic labels
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where pi is the probability for location li , and xi is the coordinate (longitude or latitude) of location li . It is to be noticed here
that the probabilities do not necessarily sum to 1.0, because only
the 4 most likely labels are returned. It is assumed that labels
with very low probability do not have big influence on the overall
average estimate. The overall accuracy is then represented by the
minimum circle enclosing the 4 most likely locations, indicated
∼ 17m). This accuracy is acceptby the dotted line (with radius =
able given the relatively low number of reference fingerprints
used to cover the whole area of the test location. However, even
with this low number, the possibility to scan fingerprints indoors
will commonly give higher accuracy compared with approaches
that depend on only in-street fingerprint scanning. For example,
Figure 33b depicts the accuracy achieved by Skyhook WPS [13]
at the same test location. During this test, the Skyhook SDK available for Android was used on the same mobile device, this way
it was assured that the same WLAN network card was used to
collect the same fingerprints that were collected in the case of
the WBroximity test. However, it is unclear from the SDK documentation which fingerprint attributes (i.e., RSS, Link Quality
Indicator (LQI), etc.) are being included in the fingerprints. In this
test, Skyhook reported a location with an accuracy of about 147m,
which, although much better than the nominal ±750m accuracy
officially claimed, hardly covers the actual location. This observation suggests that it can be beneficial to use the WBroximity
approach to extend the reach and accuracy of existing services
that otherwise depend solely on in-street network scanning.
Chapter 8 provides an evaluation of WBroximity with focus on
achieved accuracy in light of availability of WLAN and Bluetooth
networks and aspects of participatory sensing like number of
participating users and quality of participation.
6.4

comparison to related work

Participatory sensing is a field that has been recently receiving
serious attention. For example, NoiseTube [47] is a participative
approach to measure noise pollution by turning mobile phones
into noise sensors and automatically sharing the geo-localized
measurements with the community. In the area of location-based
services, CellSpotting [8] counts on users’ participation of detected GSM and UMTS cells, their geographic locations, and
nearby touristic information. A very closely related work is the
Jiwire Wi-Fi Finder [15], offering a mobile application with a
feature that allows users to submit newly discovered hotspots.
However, in contrast to the approach presented in this thesis,
the aim of [15] is WLAN-based advertising and finding free and
fee-based hotspots, therefore, accurate positioning is not a goal
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here. In [23], the authors even analyze the applicability of participatory sensing for mission-critical scenarios including emergency
scenarios.
In general, since participatory sensing is heavily based on
voluntary contribution by users, designing incentives for participation remains a hot research topic. For example, some work
proposed to take advantage of gaming to obtain useful labeled
images [65]. In [43], economic models are studied and an auctionbased mechanism for commercial participatory sensing is proposed. A give-and-take scheme where users had a balance between
requested and answered queries is proposed by [32], while [24]
proposed an application where users can get information about
cheapest prices for one product as long as they submit one themselves. In [49] the authors suggest means to motivate the users
participation with information while the users are moving. The
goal is to collaboratively build different generic mobility models.
In the area of localization, fingerprinting is not the only technique but there are several other works, especially on triangulation/trilateration. GPS systems cover already outdoors positioning
within a few meters error rate [28], but different localization methods are needed where GPS signal is not available, for example
indoors or in dense high rise urban environments (called “urban
canyons”). Alternative methods, as ultra sound [52] or infrared
[66], require the deployment of specific devices, while others can
rely on existing infrastructures, as GSM, WLAN and Bluetooth.
Assisted GPS (A-GPS) [38], being increasingly implemented in
modern mobile devices, aims at shortening the time needed by
a GPS receiver to lock on GPS signal. This is useful in indoor environments where the GPS signal is often disturbed by blockage
and multipath effects. The drawbacks of A-GPS is that it does not
work in real-time as communication with the network assistance
server is needed. Besides, this communication is required every
time the GPS receiver moves out of the service area. Therefore, it
is only useful for locating a particular place in a small area.
In [42], GSM-based trilateration techniques alone in a city
environment yielded an accuracy of 100 − 200m, improved to
15 − 20m in conjunction with WLAN beacons. Such work relied on
a database filled with the absolute positions of beacons provided
by institutions or war-drivers (like the already mentioned Skyhook). Although this is a feasible approach, there is no guarantee
or incentive to provide such data. In [41] similar results using
fingerprinting were achieved without the help of WLAN beacons,
but the GSM stations had to be known in advance, and their
RSS and locations collected and mapped. Another fingerprinting
technique used the 6-strongest GSM cells achieving 44m accuracy
at best [40], while [63] reached around 5m by using the fingerprints from all the detected GSM cells in range. Unfortunately,
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they achieved this result with up to 29 additional cells, hardly
available everywhere, thus deteriorating such accuracy.
Bluetooth fingerprinting has been used in [37] for indoor localization, but although good room level results have been achieved,
such system alone can provide location information only for
a limited area and requires an extensive deployment of fixed
Bluetooth devices due to their limited range. WLAN solutions are
proved to reach up to meter level accuracy, especially through
fingerprinting [39][44], but normally these approaches require
initial (and periodical) calibration or several input information
from expert users.
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7

PROOF OF CONCEPT

This chapter discusses the relevant details of the prototypical
implementation of iVu.KOM. In particular, the realization of the
client components are described.
7.1

overview: the ivu.kom client

In iVu.KOM, the client has three basic tasks to fulfill: handling
the input from orientation sensor and GPS, maintaining a viewercentric representation of the scene and communicating with the
iVu.KOM server in case the model needs to be updated.
At the current stage, the modules of the iVu.KOM server were
not implemented. Therefore, the client works by loading a static
XML file. The difference between loading a file from the SD card
of the mobile device and from the server is minimal. Whenever a
file is received it has to be parsed and converted to Java Objects.
The implemented parser is based on the XmlPull V1 API1 which
is part of Android. Since the Java Object structure that represents
the scene was chosen to be very close to the XML syntax, the
parser basically generates Java Objects from each XML node.
The handling of orientation sensor and GPS input is an important task of the client. The module that handles this task is
also the place for methods that improve the signal quality. The
module is connected to both sensor and GPS API of Android.
For both orientation sensor and GPS locations the frequency of
updates can be chosen. New sensor data is delivered every 80
millisecond while GPS data is set to be delivered once a second
when a minimum change in location of more than 50 cm occurred. The orientation Sensor is split into two different parts in
Android’s API. A magnetometer and an an accelerometer. The
raw data for both is run through a low pass filter to get rid of
noise. After that the orientation is calculated from the data of
both sensors. The location reported by the GPS receiver on the
other hand is not altered. It is directly sent to the scene model
module that updates the billboards and the skyline.
The third main part of the client is the module that handles the
scene. Based on the known bounding boxes and the latest location
the billboards are updated. Every billboard is first updated with
current angles. After this step, the list of all billboards is sorted
by distance. The last step following an update in location is the
1 see http://www.xmlpull.org/ or http://developer.android.com/reference/
org/xmlpull/v1/package-summary.html
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visibility calculation. Billboards that are invisible have their state
changed to invisible.
Loading the XML, receiving location/orientation updates and
maintaining the skyline are the basic tasks that the client performs
during runtime. Since there is an application connected to the
client framework there are more tasks than these. The framework
can perform LoS queries and the location can be manually set by
the application.
7.2
7.2.1

design decisions
Background Work Thread vs. Process

The client is designed to run self-contained in the background.
Separating the work of the iVu.KOM client from the foreground
is important for Android applications because the default thread,
in which every code gets executed, is the display thread. The task
of this thread is to draw the GUI and react to user input and it
must not be blocked nor loaded by other tasks. If Android detects
the display-thread to not react in time it will present the user the
well-known “Application Not Responding´´ dialog that suggests
to close the activity.
Android supports several ways to implement background work.
It breaks down to two basic approaches. The first and simplest
way is to use a different thread. The standard Java threading
mechanisms as well as some Android specific variants are supported. The other way is more specific to Android. It is possible
to create a so-called Service, which is an activity without a GUI,
running in it’s own Linux process. A new virtual machine instance is started in the process that executes the Service. This
mechanism allows system-wide services. However, since access to
Objects over the boundaries of the virtual machine is impossible,
one has to use the Remote Procedure Call mechanism to serialize
and deserialize the objects across the boundaries
A need for the client to be system-wide and unique is not
clearly given. Thus the implementation uses a background thread
(inside the context of the application) rather than an own process.
That way the client API has to be imported into every application
that uses the framework. If multiple applications run in parallel,
the iVu.KOM framework would also exist multiple times. But
because of Android’s behavior to pause every application that
is send to the background the framework will only run actively
once.
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7.2.2

Efficiency of Java: Object reuse

The Android Developer Guide2 states that object creation is one of
the most expensive operations in Android’s Java. Besides memory
consumption it also causes the garbage collector to be interrupted
which causes hick-ups in the display-thread.
Having this in mind, the iVu.KOM client was designed to reuse
objects as much as possible. E.g. bounding boxes do not change
over time, thus they form no problem here. However, billboards
do change over time. However, by overwriting their values they
do not need to be recreated.
If an application has a reference to a billboard for example,
then this reference will be valid all the time. The application does
not need to get a new one and may use the data provided at
any time as it will always be current data. Unfortunately, if the
application and the framework run in different threads, then a
concurrency problem arises: writing and reading the Object can
occur at the same time. To circumvent that, the framework works
with Java’s synchronized mechanism. For the synchronization to
work the application has to use synchronized access as well.
7.2.3

Using the Framework

For any application using the framework, a first important step
is to get a reference to the running instance. Since references to
Objects are not shared over Android Activity boundaries, the
framework is implemented as a singleton. This allows to keep a
single consistent state when multiple Activities are involved.
In a next step, the framework has to be notified if the application is in paused state or running. Since every activity gets
notified via callbacks about a state change, that callback should
be used to notify the framework. When the application is sent
into paused state, the client disables sensor and GPS updates,
which saves battery life and processing power.
After getting an instance and telling the framework that it is
not paused, the application can access the required data. The
data is updated during runtime by the framework whenever the
location gets updated. Since Objects are reused by the framework,
the application can usually keep references to these Objects but
has to read the contained data again whenever it uses the data.
To support time-consuming operations of the framework, a
notification mechanism was implemented. For example, calling
the LoS query method does not yield an immediate result, but
will send a notification to the application when the request is
processed and the results can be accessed. This mechanism is
based on Android’s Handler API which allows to notify a handler
2 http://developer.android.com/guide/practices/design/performance.html
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Static Model parsed from XML

Dynamic Model

iVuScene

iVuSkyline

1:n

1:n

iVuObject

iVuBillboardAngular

1:n

iVuLocation

iVuTag

iVuBBox

iVuBillboardGPS

iVuDescription

Figure 34: Sample iVu model

with a message. This mechanism is targeted to be used with
different threads. The message sent from the sending thread
arrives within the context of the receiving thread, thus sending
and processing messages is kept in the respective thread.
7.3

internal data structure

The data structure of the XML-model (see Figure 2) is directly
translated into Java objects, as shown in Figure 34, where the tree
structure of the XML is maintained. The root for the object-based
iVu model is a single IVuScene object which is basically a list
container. Attached to the scene are all IVuObjects as root for
every data associated with a single object. The most important
child of an IVuObject is the IVuBBox which hold the geometric
information about the object (unless the object is just a POI). Other
child nodes hold the location (the anchor point of the bounding
box) and associated data (Tags or POIs).
Listing 2: Format of the iVu model
<ivu ts= "2010−07−28−11−37−42" lat= " 49.874671 " lng= " 8.660655 "
alt= "140" />
<obj name= "Main Building" id= " obj−1" >
<obb lat= " 49.874681 " lng= " 8.660666 " alt= "145" hdg= " 81.08 " w
= " 59.21 " h= "15" d= " 21.7 " />
<poi id= "poi−1" href= "www. ivu .main−building . de" desc=
"iVu Workshop" />
</obj>
<poi id= "poi−2" href= "www. tu−darmstadt . de" descr= "TUD" lat= "
49.874562 " lng= " 8.660633 " alt= "176" />
...
</ivu>
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The representation of the scene in object-space (based on coordinates and lengths) so far results from the data contained in
the iVu model. Since calculation of billboards require to find the
visible section, first an object is added as a child to each bounding
box. These objects (IVuBillboardGPS) essentially hold the two
or three visible points of a bounding box represented by GPS
coordinates.
The user-centric representation in image-space (based on viewing angles and distances) is calculated from the scene and has
it’s own root: the IVuSkyline Object. Children of IVuSkyline are
the IVuBillboardAngular objects.
7.3.1

Data Structures for Scene and Skyline

Several data-structures were considered for the representation of
scene and skyline. Especially for data in a spatial context several
specialized structures are known. The benefit of using a specialized data-structure is the possibility to access sub-regions more
efficiently. The negative effect is the overhead for constructing
and maintaining the structure. The scene is accessed so far only
iteratively and removal does not happen since the scene model
does not change after the initial loading. The skyline does not
change in size for the same reasons, but it is subject to sorting.
Since the scene has relatively few objects it was chosen to use a
simple ArrayList3 for both the scene and the skyline. Switching to
a more specialized structure than a list should be considered for
future implementations that have an actual server to communicate with. Especially the scene container could benefit from that
since it has to be judged from location and scene model when an
update from the server is required.
7.4

from bounding box to billboard

The algorithms and calculations required to maintain the skyline
are discussed in this section. Initially the skyline and the scene
are empty lists. When a model of the environment is received,
these lists get updated with the current model. Initially, a hardcoded location is used to calculate the skyline. Whenever a new
location is detected, the client starts to update the data. The
update mechanism starts at the bounding boxes objects, which
update their visible corner-point (similar to cross-sections) child
object. These update their billboard child objects accordingly.
Billboard objects are also children of the skyline object, which is
not involved in the update process.

3 http://developer.android.com/reference/java/util/ArrayList.html
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7.4.1

Orientated Bounding Boxes

Every physical object in the iVu model is associated with a bounding box. The iVu Model XML syntax defines a bounding box by
width, depth and height plus the GPS location and the orientation.
As a first step, that representation is transformed to four GPS
coordinates; one for every corner of the box. To achieve that, a
local coordinate system is constructed that is oriented in the direction of the heading. To simplify calculations on GPS coordinates,
the local coordinate system is rather based on meters. Based on
the latitude value of the location, the length of one degree of
latitude and longitude is calculated in meters. To transform GPS
coordinates into the local coordinate system, the latitude and
longitude values are multiplied by the corresponding length. The
advantage of that system is that, for example, distances can be
simply calculated by Pythagoras’ theorem, which is not possible
directly with GPS coordinates. Note that the local coordinate
system is only absolutely correct at the reference latitude (in
east-west direction). For distances below some hundred meters
(in north-south direction), the error is only marginal.
From width and depth of the bounding box, the corner-points
are calculated using the local coordinate system. The four cornerpoints are given by (± width/2, ± length/2) in the local system.
These points are saved in GPS coordinates as corner-points in an
array.
Each of the four corner-points is assigned a number from 1 to
4, as shown in Figure 35b. To calculate a billboard, as a first step
the visible corner-points of the bounding box has to be calculated.
Since visibility is resolved at the end based on the billboards,
these calculations are done for every billboard ignoring visibility.
First the location of the observer is translated into the local
coordinate system of the bounding box as in Figure 35a. That
allows to assign the observer a sector in which she resides, as in
Figure 35b. Based on that sector, the visible corner-points can be
looked up in a static lookup table, as in Figures 35b and 35d. The
resulting two or three GPS coordinates are stored in a child object
(IVuBillboardGps) of the corresponding bounding box object.
7.4.2

From Bounding Box to Billboard

The parameters that define a billboard are two or three angles
along the heading axis (i.e. horizontal direction) for each of the
visible corner-points plus two angles for each point that denote
the top and bottom along the tilt axis (i.e. vertical direction). That
makes a total of six or nine angles. In addition to the angles, a
distance needs to be calculated. Based on the object that holds
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the visible corner-points, the angles are calculated by simple
trigonometry.
For both horizontal and vertical angles, the arctangent of the
direction vector has to be calculated. For the horizontal angles
that would be a vector consisting of the distance in North-South
(Y) direction and the distance in East-West (X) direction between
the location of the observer and the current point. For the vertical
angles, the viewer height, which was set to 1.7 meter, has to be
considered. The bottom angle is calculated from distance to the
point and the viewer height, the top angle is calculated from
(building height − viewer height) and the same distance. All
distances are calculated in meter.
The only thing left to calculate is the distance of the billboard.
Since the distance to the two or three corner-points of the bounding box is already calculated for the angle calculations, it does
not need additional calculations. The closest of these distances
is set as distance of the billboard. This concludes the process
required to build billboards from bounding boxes. The next step
is to resolve the visibility of the billboards. The billboard objects implement the Comparable Java Interface (here, the distance
is compared) and are stored in an ArrayList. That allows to
call java.util.Collections.sort(ArrayList) which is part of
standard Java.
7.4.3

Visibility Computing Algorithm

The visibility of billboards is solved by iterating over all billboards from closest to furthest while ‘raising’ the skyline. Since a
building is (at least partly) visible if any part of it’s top is visible,
the algorithm only needs to keep track of the highest visible
points. This is implemented using an array of 360 float values;
one for each degree. Each value represents the maximum billboard height so far encountered in that direction. Each billboard
top is tested against the height array and if it is higher than the
current maximum height, then this billboard is visible and the
maximum height is updated. Since the top of a billboard is only
given by two or three values, the height is calculated by linear
interpolation of the known values.
The implemented approach is an image accurate approach with
a resolution of one degree horizontally. Note that the resolution
can be easily increased by doing the same more than once per
degree. Also note that this approach works with any underlying
billboard type that does not include open space within.
Another value that could be of interest is the visible size or part
of a billboard. This algorithm can be easily extended to calculate
this information by comparing the height array before and after
a billboard is processed. The algorithm scales as well linearly
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with the number of billboards that are present in the scene. Each
additional billboard in the scene requires as much additional
tests as wide it is (in degrees). Note that billboards further away
are smaller in size thus the algorithm will get faster towards the
end.
7.5

sensor and gps handling

One of the tasks of the client is to handle and pre-process all
sensor and GPS related data. There are various ways to improve
the quality of the input. Since these approaches require either
hardware that is not present (e.g. a gyroscope) or are worth
a thesis on their own (like visual recognition of movement or
objects) the implemented pre-processing was reduced to a filter
that tries to cope with the noisy orientation sensor. In addition to
enhance the quality of the input, a second task is to report the
quality of the data.
7.5.1

Handling GPS Input

Since no further enhancement of the GPS signal was implemented,
all the client has to do is to report the accuracy of the location data.
Android already reports the quality of every GPS-fix in terms of
accuracy in meter. That value is similar to the HDOP (Horizontal
Dilution of Precision) often found as output of GPS-receivers.
Although it is not clear how the accuracy in meter is calculated
by Android, it is probably based on the HDOP. Tests have shown
that this indicator is mostly accurate. The also available number
of satellites used in the fix showed to be a clearly inferior metric
since additional satellites that are close to others have only a
minor effect on the accuracy.
7.5.2

Handling the Compass Input

The data received from the orientation sensor is pre-processed
before use. Since the raw data of the orientation sensor showed
an unacceptable amount of noise in test, the signal needs to be
stabilized to be usable. The noise of the sensor is unfortunately
not only of high frequency. A very slow changing part4 that can
not be distinguished from movement caused by the user has to
be accepted. Also prediction of future orientation is not possible,
since the device does follow the arbitrary movements of a human
being. Based on that, only a filter that calculates an average of
past values was considered (Listing 3).
4 The constantly changing results could also be caused by a slightly changing
magnetic field.
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Listing 3: Low-pass filter for a single value in Java
class LowpassFilter {
private float output;
private static float factor = 0.2f;
void put(float input) {
output = input * factor + output * (1-factor);
}
float get() { return output; }
}



Note that the amount of filtering can be adjusted by the factor
to values between 0 and 1. The smaller the value the more the
algorithm weights old values, resulting in smoother output. The
higher the smoothing the more lag is introduced. Note that this
low-pass filter is a Kalman filter with constant prediction (the
next state will be this state) and a constant error estimation.
The Kalman gain will converge to a constant value which is the
smoothing factor here.
To deal with wrong orientation caused by a distorted magnetic field, iVu.KOM specifies the use of the feedback data users
provide. Since without an iVu.KOM server this mechanism is incomplete, the implementation of the feedback concept was done
inside the GUI application.
Monitoring the quality of the orientation data was implemented. Two values that have significance for the quality were
identified. Firstly, the total field strength as observed by the sensor can be compared to a reference value given by a geomagnetic
model. Secondly, the declination angle can be compared to the
reference value of the same model. Both reference values can be
computed by Android (android.hardware.GeomagneticField).
Reference and measured values are provided to the application.
7.6

the implemented gui application

To be able to test the framework a GUI application is required.
It uses the iVu.KOM client’s API to visualize the results and
implement the feedback mechanism described in Chapter 4.
The application consists of two Android activities. The main
activity is an augmented reality viewer (Figure 35a) that uses
the built-in camera as a base. The current state of the billboards
is drawn on top of the live video from the camera. This allows
to visualize the behavior of the framework in real-time. Delays,
sensor noise and errors in calculation are all visualized.
The second activity of the application is mainly used for debugging purposes and is basically a satellite image map provided
by the Google Maps API. The location and heading of the user as
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(a) Augmented Reality interface

(b) Map view

Figure 35: The implemented feedback interface
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well as bounding boxes and cross-sections are overlaid over the
map (Figure 35b). This view makes it also possible to manually
set the location, which is useful for testing purposes.
7.7

openstreetmap.org support

As mentioned in Chapter 2, OpenStreetMap is used as a source
for the 2.5D geometry model in this thesis. To use this source,
an XSLT definition and a standalone Java tool were developed.
Both allow to transform the OpenStreetMap XML format into
iVu.KOM’s XML format. Since buildings are represented by polygons with a variable number of points, an algorithm that creates
a bounding box around these points was implemented. Also the
iVu.KOM XML syntax was extended to allow a polygonal representation of buildings. Note that the XSLT approach is considered
deprecated as the construction of bounding boxes is the task of
the iVu.KOM server.
For bounding box creation, an optimal orientation has to be
found that yields the smallest box. The implemented algorithm
tests all orientations that are given by the connection of two
consecutive points of the polygon. In most cases (rectangular
buildings for example), the resulting bounding box will be optimal. For arbitrary buildings, the box is still good but not optimal.
For testing purposes the results are sufficient.
The resulting iVu model shows the limits of the bounding box
concept. Boxes are overlapping very often and since no automatic
splitting of buildings into multiple boxes was implemented, the
boxes are typically very large. Compared to the manually created
models, the results of this approach are clearly inferior. Also the
height of buildings is uniformly set to a constant value which
results in a further lowered quality. The height itself was surveyed
with a distance LASER meter.
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8

E VA L U AT I O N

This chapter presents the validation of the work presented in this
thesis. The validation covers the following:
• iVu.KOM query accuracy under different real world conditions like real GPS, compass and accelerometer data, and
POI and 3D geometry distributions. The evaluation is based
on the prototype described in Chapter 7. The chapter describes the methodologies and results for evaluating the
query accuracy in outdoor settings. The effectiveness of
using the feedback tool is also evaluated.
• WBroximity using real dataset and simulative setup, in
Section 8.2
8.1

ivu.kom query accuracy

Query accuracy measures the correctness of the query results
with respect to their spatial reference. This means that a point-tofind/tag query should identify the actual object being pointed
to, and a point-to-browse/search query should return the visible
POIs, i.e. those lying within the actual FoV and not being blocked
by any object.
8.1.1

Test Procedure and Test Environments

The test procedure is based on pointing, i.e. to use the mobile
device to point at well-defined targets. The goal of the pointing
tests is to provide a qualitative evaluation of the effects of sensor uncertainty on the accuracy achieved for the viewer-centric
queries. Another goal is to assess the effectiveness of the user
feedback tool in increasing the query accuracy.
As the sensors readings depend dramatically on the surrounding environment, it is essential to test the system in representative
environments to gain reliable insights of the system behavior under different real world conditions. These environments should
represent the different kinds of locations in which a user of
iVu.KOM can typically exist, mainly as a pedestrian user. For this
purpose we differentiate between the following classes of test
environments with respect to expected sensor disturbance:
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8.1.1.1

Low-disturbed Environment

This environment is characterized by low GPS and compass disturbance. It can have medium sized buildings (2 to 3 floors) but
are spaced relatively far away from the user. Therefore, buildings obstruct no or few portion of the sky and their structures
have low influence on the compass. The area has also no or low
electromagnetic interference. Such interference can be caused
e.g. by tram power lines and normally can cause the compass
heading to deviate from magnetic north. A typical example is the
Herrengarten public garden in Darmstadt as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: An example of low-disturbed environment: side of the Herrengarten in Darmstadt

8.1.1.2

GPS-disturbed Environment

This terrain is characterized by some GPS disturbance and low or
no compass disturbance. A typical example is a park environment
with trees blocking considerable portions of the sky. It can also
have few buildings which are relatively placed far away from the
user as shown in Figure 37a.
8.1.1.3

GPS- and compass-disturbed Environment

This terrain is characterized by some GPS and compass disturbance. It has medium to large size buildings that are closely
spaced from each other, narrow streets and walkways. Therefore,
considerable portion of the sky is blocked and building structures
are expected to affect the compass. Also it may have power lines
impacting the compass further. Typical examples include down
centers and streets equipped with the tram electric cables. An
example area where we ran our tests is shown in Figure 37b.
It is emphasized here that there is no way to specify sharp quantitative values to describe a specific test environment. Besides,
even in the same test environment more than one environment
type can be encountered depending on the relative location of the
user with respect to the objects. The same test environment may
even exhibit different properties with respect to the expected sensor disturbance depending on the time of the year or the weather
conditions. For example, trees losing their leaves in winter may
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(a)

(b)

Figure 37: Examples of (a) GPS-disturbed area and (b) GPS and
compass-disturbed area.

become less obstructive to GPS signal, or on the contrary to that,
wet trees can cause more attenuation to GPS signal.
Pointing tests were carried out in the aforementioned test
environments using the feedback tool of the iVu.KOM client.
The software was run on an HTC G2 mobile device which has
an integrated GPS unit, a 3-axis magnetic sensor and a 3-axis
accelerometer. In each test environment a number of pointing
samples were collected by pointing at different target objects from
different positions. Each pointing sample contains two modes:
without user feedback (hence after designated as no-feedback) and
with user feedback (hence after designated as with-feedback). The
procedure to create a pointing sample in the two modes is as
follows:
1. No-feedback mode. The mobile device is pointed towards
the target object. The feedback tool will then display the
target overlaid with the currently computed skyline. On
pressing the camera button, a no-feedback pointing sample
is stored as a KML file containing the following data:
• The actual GPS position ρact . For this purpose, the
iVu.KOM client provides a map view to pinpoint the
actual position at a sufficiently large zoom level. Distinguishing marks like ground markers and building
edges helped the author set the actual position on the
map with very good accuracy,
• The estimated GPS position ρest as measured by the
GPS receiver,
• The estimated GPS accuracy ∆ρ,est as measured by
the GPS receiver. This is reported as the Circular Error
Probable (CEP) (defined as the radius of the circle
within which 50% of the position fixes would fall [61]),
• The actual GPS accuracy ∆ρ,act computed as |ρact − ρest |,
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• The estimated compass heading φest in degrees as
measured by the compass,
• The estimated magnetic field strength ψest (in µ Tesla)
as measured by the compass. This is computed as the
square root of the sum of the squares of the x, y and z
components of the magnetic field.
• The supposed value of the magnetic field as reported
by the compass. This is essentially derived from the
World Magnetic Model WMM (a model that captures
the variations in the magnetic field intensity over space
and time [48]). Therefore, this value is considered as a
ground truth reference,
• A serialization of the estimated skyline, i.e. based on
ρest ,
• A serialization of the actual skyline, i.e. based on ρact ,
and
• The current camera snapshot including the actual image and the overlaid actual skyline. Here, only part of
the skyline view is displayed depending the camera
view port (viewing angle) and the compass heading
φest .
2. With-feedback mode. Here, the mobile device is pointed
as in step 2 towards the object and by pressing the ’Give
Feedback’ button a snapshot of the target object is taken and
overlaid with the current skyline. The skyline in this case is
movable, i.e. it can be shifted arbitrarily to the left and the
right. To give a user feedback, the skyline view is therefore
shifted until it matches with the underlying image. The
amount of the shift represents the compass offset ∆φ which
is summed to φest to yield the actual compass heading
φact . After the feedback is done, the device is pointed
again to the target and the KML file is created as in step 2.
Table 4 summarizes the different parameters included in the
samples. Having the samples saved as KML files allowed easier
post-anaylsis by having the samples directly displayed in Google
Earth and trivially associating each sample to the respective test
environment. The test 3D data itself was surveyed from different
sources, including the OpenStreetMap [12] which provides the 2D
fingerprints of the buildings in the different test environments,
and field measurements of the building heights using a longrange distance LASER meter. The amount and quality of the 3D
test data collected this way is enough for the purposes of the
pointing tests.
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Parameter

Description

Value Source

ρact

Actual position

Manually on the
map

ρest

Estimated position

From GPS receiver

∆ρ,act

Actual GPS
accuracy

= |ρact − ρest |

∆ρ,est

Estimated GPS
accuracy

From GPS receiver

ψest

Estimated
magnetic field
strength

From compass

ψact

Actual magnetic
field strength

From compass or
WMM

φest

Estimated compass
heading

From compass

∆φ

Offset in compass
heading

Skyline shift
during feedback

φact

Actual compass
heading

= φest + ∆φ

Table 4: Parameters used in the pointing tests
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8.1.2

Tests in GPS- and compass-disturbed Environment

These tests were run in the Luisenplatz square in the city of
Darmstadt (shown in Figure 37b). The geometry in the area is
shown in Figure 38, in top view (left) and 3D view (right). A
total of three representative test locations were selected in this
area (marked A, B and C in Figure 38). Location A represents a
location where a user is nearby a building on one side, location
B represents a location where a user is standing relatively far
away from the buildings, and location C represents a location
where a user is standing between two buildings that are spaced
close from each other. For each of the three locations, 10 pointing
samples (each in both no-feedback and with-feedback modes)
were collected using the aforementioned procedure. Different target objects were selected during the tests, including the Ludwug
status in the middle of the square, the Starbucks cafe and the
Luisencenter shopping mall (all targets are labeled in Figure 38).

(a)

(b)

Figure 38: Geometry in GPS-compass-disturbed test area from (a) top
view and (b) 3D view.

Test Location A: The pointing samples collected at this location
yielded an average ∆ρ,est of 6 meters and an average ∆ρ,act of
11.8 meters. Figures 39a and 39b respectively depict the actual and
estimated skylines at location A for one of the pointing samples.
Comparing these figures, it is straightforward to inspect the
variations in the sizes and visibility of the billboards depending
on the current position. For example, while the the object ’T-COM’
is not visible from the actual position, the estimated skyline view
shows that this object will occupy considerable portion of the FoV.
It is important to stress here that these figures provide qualitative
estimation of the distortion of the skyline view because of the
GPS disturbance. It is hard to derive a quantitative measure as
the amount of distortion depends largely on the distribution of
the geometry in the environment and the actual location of the
user.
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The effect of the distortion in the compass heading is best
explained using the skyline-overlaid images. Pointing samples
at location A yielded an average ψest of 63.21 µ Tesla, whereas
the ψact is supposed to be about 48.50 µ Tesla according to
the WMM. The increase in the magnetic field intensity can be
attributed to the magnetic fields induced by the metallic structure
of the nearby building (the Luisencenter in Figure 38a). As the
tests showed, moving farther from the buildings, e.g. towards
location B in the center, ψest exhibits a value that is closer to ψact
(e.g. ψest ≈ 53.26 at location B). Figure 39c shows the skyline
when pointing at the target ’Ludwig status’ in the no-feedback
mode. The figure shows large discrepancy between the actual
target (at φact ≈ 14.8◦ ) and the overlaid skyline (at φact ≈ 70.6◦ ).
Repeating the test in the with-feedback mode, Figure 39d depicts
very good matching between the target and the skyline after
introducing a compass offset ∆φ ≈ +56◦ .

(a) Skyline based on ρact

(b) Skyline based on ρest

(c) No-feedback skyline

(d) With-feedback skyline

Figure 39: Pointing test at location A.

Test Location B: The pointing samples collected at this location
yielded an average ∆ρ,est of 6 meters and an average ∆ρ,act of
5.8 meters. Figures 40a and 40b respectively depict the actual and
estimated skylines at point B for one of the pointing samples. As
shown, the discrepancy in billboards sizes due to GPS error is
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less than that for the test point A. This can be attributed to the
better position estimation, probably due to less GPS shadowing
than the case of location A.
Pointing samples at point B yielded an average ψest of about
53.26µ Tesla, which is, as previously mentioned, is notably closer
to the value reported by the WMM (about 48.50µ Tesla). Figure
40c shows the skyline when pointing at the same target as in
point A tests (i.e. the ’Ludwig status’), in the no-feedback mode.
The figure shows now less discrepancy between the actual target
and the overlaid skyline (about 14◦ offset). Figure 40d shows the
pointing result after compensating the compass offset. iVu.KOM
displays in this case almost exact match between object and its
billboard.

(a) Skyline based on ρact

(b) Skyline based on ρest

(c) No-feedback skyline

(d) With-feedback skyline

Figure 40: Pointing test at location B.

Test Location C: The pointing samples collected at this location
yielded an average ∆ρ,est of 6 meters and an average ∆ρ,act of
13.6 meters. Figures 41a and 41b respectively depict the actual
and estimated skylines at location C for one of the pointing
samples. Interestingly, from the two figures it can be inferred
that the value of the estimated position is selected such that it
is farther a way from the pointing target (again, the ’Ludwig’)
and displaced to the left so that the building ’Shopping’ looks
magnified. In the two figures, the portion of the skyline which
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is highlighted with a brighter shading represents objects to the
east of the location C, i.e. they are basically outside the test area
already shown in Figure 38.

(a) Skyline based on ρact

(b) Skyline based on ρest

(c) No-feedback skyline

(d) With-feedback skyline

Figure 41: Pointing test at location C.

The magnetic field at location C behaves to some extent differently form that at both locations A and B. An average ψest of
about 58.14µ Tesla was recorded, which lies between the values at
locations A and B. However, while the estimated heading (about
18◦ ) was far from the reality as shown in Figure 41c, the skyline
was also oscillating around that heading. This can be attributed to
the varying electromagnetic interference of the tram power lines,
which laid directly above the test location C. Giving feedback
was able to reduce the overall heading offset as shown in Figure
41d, however the heading continued to oscillate.
8.1.3

Tests in GPS-disturbed Environment

These tests were run in the Herrengarten in Darmstadt. In some
parts, the Herrengarten has huge and dense trees, which is assumed to be a good representation for a GPS-disturbed environment. The results of the pointing tests here support this assumption. While on average the position was recorded with a
deviation ∆ρ, act of about 8m, the magnetic field ψest had values
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that are very near to the nominal value (about 48.56µ Tesla). This
indicates that this area has very low magnetic disturbance. Figure
42a shows the overlaid skyline for one of the samples based on
∆ρ,est . A clear offset can be observed between the object and its
skyline. To verify if the source of this mismatch is the GPS or
compass, the actual position ∆ρ,act was pinpointed on the map
and the pointing sample was repeated from the same location.
The result of the second run is depicted in Figure 42b and it
shows almost exact match between the object and its skyline,
even without giving any feedback to adjust the compass.

(a) Skyline based on ∆ρ,est

(b) Skyline based on ∆ρ,act

Figure 42: Pointing test in a GPS-disturbed environment

8.2

wbroximity evaluation

For this evaluation, we used the WBroximity frontend to collect
real world fingerprints in locations like our laboratory and the
university campus and over a period of two weeks and different
times of the day. As some of the WLAN networks are built up by
several access points, we considered each access point as a single
hot spot and used its MAC address as a BSSID. For example,
throughout our building a total of 5 WLAN networks can be
detected and are formed by 26 access points. Having collected
the dataset, we applied to them data analysis techniques to study
the applicability of different machine learning algorithms to the
positioning task. We evaluated the performance trends in light of
fingerprint characteristics and the impact of user participation.
8.2.1
8.2.1.1

Setup
Classifier Selection

The initial step in our analysis was to choose a scheme to recognize fingerprint patterns, and then to use such scheme as a
baseline for the rest of the evaluation. For this purpose, we selected subsets of the dataset and applied to them these classifiers:
J48, NB Tree, REP Tree, Naïve Bayes, Logistic, JRip, PART and
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Figure 43: Performance of different classifiers

Ridor1 . As shown in Figure 43, with an accuracy of at least 92%,
Naïve Bayes (NB) performed best among the set of classifiers
and for all test runs. This can be attributed to the fact that NB
has strong independence assumptions, which match quite well
the characteristics of the underlying fingerprints. In particular,
NB assumes that the presence of a fingerprint is unrelated to the
presence of any other fingerprint. This corresponds to real world
situations where a hotspot suddenly disappears at a certain location because the base station is powered off or the signal becomes
abruptly too weak to be detected. However, if a single network
disappears, normally it does not affect the other networks. Based
on this analysis, we adopted NB for the rest of our evaluation.
8.2.1.2

Selecting Fingerprint Attributes

The kind of attributes (BSSID, RSS, LQI) included in the collected fingerprints relates directly to the storage and processing
requirements of fingerprints. Therefore, besides selecting the best
classifier, it is useful to decide at an early stage which attributes
are critical for the positioning task and which are unnecessary, if
any. To assess this aspect, we tried omitting different attributes
and attribute combinations, and measured the obtained accuracy
(again for NB). Figure 44 stresses that LQI is essential for positioning. This is due to the fact that in locations which are close
to each other, most often the same networks will be seen, so the
BSSID alone does not provide much information. Interestingly,
the BSSID can even be completely left out without affecting the
accuracy, assuming that each sampled location has a characteristic LQI. However, if we consider a wide area where networks
are disjoint, then the BSSID can play a role in distinguishing the
fingerprints.
1 For a detailed description of the tested classifiers, the reader is referred to the
documentation of the Weka tool [35].
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No Bluetooth, 4 access points on average, 200 fingerpints
100

Accuracy (%)

80
60
40
20
0

None

LQI
BSSID
Omitted attribute

LQI+BSSID

Figure 44: Effect of attribute omission/inclusion

8.2.2

Integrating Bluetooth Information

Bluetooth fingerprints can exhibit temporal dependency because
mobile Bluetooth neighborhoods are encountered more often
than stationary ones. Therefore, we examined the effect of integrating Bluetooth over time. For this purpose, we injected our real
data with synthesized Bluetooth fingerprints. Figure 45 shows
the effect of injecting one static Bluetooth fingerprint per user
per time unit. Obviously, with Bluetooth the system classifies correctly more often. The reason is that Bluetooth networks are only
visible at one location: thus, detecting one of these networks is
equivalent to detecting an individual location, like a room. While
we made this evaluation using static Bluetooth networks, mobile
networks can be included as well in the fingerprints without
causing the overall positioning accuracy to degrade, as they will
not be contributing any additional information.
8.2.3

Effects of Participatory Sensing

WBroximity is affected by two inherent factors of participatory
sensing: the number of participants and the quality of user participation.
8.2.3.1

Effect of the Number of Participants

We measured the accuracy over time when different number of
users are participating. As shown in Figure 46, after the same
amount of time units, as expected, the system depicts higher
accuracy for higher number of users. However, no matter what
the number of users is, the system tends to learn exponentially,
and converges towards a maximum accuracy (about 90%) after
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10 users, 1 fingerprint per time unit per user
100

Accuracy (%)
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With Bluetooth
Without Bluetooth
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Time units

Figure 45: Effect of Bluetooth integration

a while. This is actually an interesting observation, because it
suggests that for a desired level of accuracy, we need to collect a
sufficient number of fingerprints. For example, to reach the 90%
accuracy at a specific location, it is enough to collect about 200
fingerprints. Although it looks irrelevant at a first glance if this
amount of fingerprints comes from the same user or different
users, it is beneficial in a participatory sensing scenario to have
these fingerprints coming from different users to increase the
trustworthiness of the gathered data.
No Bluetooth, 4 access points on average, 1 fingerprint per time unit
100

Accuracy (%)

80
60
40
20
0

1 user
5 users
10 users
15 users
20 users
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Time units

Figure 46: Effect of number of users

8.2.3.2

Effect of the Quality of User Participation

As users have typically no access to tamper with the collected
fingerprints, the only remaining factor affecting the quality of
user participation is the user-generated label. In practice, different users may provide different labels for the same location, or
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even the same user may at different times provide different labels
for the same location. In the worst case, malicious users may
intentionally mislabel the fingerprints. To evaluate this aspect,
we mimicked bogus participation by reassigning wrong labels to
different number of fingerprints in our dataset. Figure 47 shows
that accuracy gradually degrades as the ratio of mislabeled fingerprints increases. However, the system still depicts an accuracy
over 90% after introducing 20% wrong labels.
8.2.3.3

Mitigating the Effect of Mislabeled Fingerprints

As a countermeasure against wrong labels, we adapted WBroximity such that it restricts the range of symbolic labels a user
can assign to fingerprints. As shown in Figure 32d, WBroximity
returns a list with the four most probable locations. The user can
then select one of these labels only. Figure 47 shows the accuracy
when the countermeasure is being applied. A 90% accuracy is
still achievable even when 80% of the fingerprints are mislabelled.
However, this approach has the downside that it limits the freedom of honest participants to correct the system. Therefore, we
initially provided some users with administrative privileges to
extend the set of labels, if required.
No Bluetooth, 4 access points on average
100

Accuracy (%)

80
60
40
20
0

Without-countermeasure
With-countermeasure
0
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0.2

0.3
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0.5
Ratio of mislabelling

0.6

0.7

0.8

Figure 47: Effect of wrong labels and countermeasure
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9

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This thesis investigated the design of a framework and a model
to enable mobile location-based services which provide information to the user about objects she can really see from her current
position. The thesis addressed the modeling of viewer-centric
queries from the GPS and orientation sensors increasingly being
embedded in emerging mobile devices. As these sensors commonly suffer from uncertainties, specially at runtime, the thesis
aimed at evaluating the functionality of the proposed framework
and modeling concepts under real world conditions. The evaluations were conducted using a prototypical implementation of the
iVu.KOM framework on top of the Android mobile platform. For
the time being, the prototype was designed and tested mainly
for outdoor application. Nevertheless, the framework is equally
applicable to indoor purposes, assuming the appropriate query
models are adopted.
The following sections wrap up the achieved results and provide highlights of possible directions for future research.
9.1

achieved results

The results achieved in this thesis can be grouped mainly as
follows:
9.1.1

Framework and Model

In this thesis, the iVu.KOM framework forms a key contribution
where it provides the required abstraction levels in the process of
creating and running viewer-centric mobile LBS:
• as described in Chapter 3, the framework is designed with
an extensible and open architecture. On the client side,
the framework works on the orientation and positioning
information, which can be supplied by any provider. For
example, the position can be provided by a self-positioning
unit (e.g. GPS) or a network-based service (e.g. based on
Cell ID). The framework consumes as well the iVu model
and outputs it as a skyline with an application-neutral data
model. By using the appropriate transformation, this data
model can be translated into a presentation format that
fulfills the needs of the interface implemented on the mobile device. Therefore, different kinds of applications or
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interfaces can benefit from the same information without
need to adapt the server response to each individual interface. On the server side, the framework interfaces with any
kind of spatial database, which is only required to support
simple spatial range queries. The framework accepts also
points of interest from any source, e.g. as a result of a search
engine query, or as a query to a dedicated database.
• the framework is offered as modules with appropriate Application Programming Interface (API). Therefore, the internals of running the queries and producing the skyline are
kept transparent to the application developer, as described
in Chapter 4.
• the framework supports both retrieving and generating
content. This is made available by supporting different
kinds of queries like the point-to-find and point-to-tag.
While the above results concern mainly the functional requirements outlined in Chapter 1, the framework has equal focus on
the non-functional requirements:
• the framework offers means to display the overall accuracy
of the executed query. Displaying this information besides
the information in the query result makes the user aware of
the quality of the information and raises the usability of the
service. Nevertheless, the accuracy should be presented in
a way appropriate to the interface type implemented by the
application. Chapter 5 describes the design of an interface
for augmented reality applications. Moreover, the design
uses the skyline concept as a design resource, which adds
more value to the skyline.
• besides presenting information about the accuracy of the
query, the framework offers means to allow the user to
provide feedback to this accuracy. The interface design in
Chapter 5 also offers this possibility by allowing the user to
modify the orientation of the skyline superimposed on the
camera image. The framework is able to consider the user’s
feedback through the query process.
The client components of the framework as well as the augmented reality interface were implemented as a prototype for
the Android platform. This implementation was sufficient for the
purposes of the evaluation done in this thesis. The server modules where not implemented but were substituted with geometry
models for the test areas in the city of Darmstadt. The models
were loaded directly on the client.
Through intensive pointing tests done carried out in representative environments, the following can be drawn:
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• in sufficiently open areas, with low density of obstacles and
magnetic interference, the framework delivers a level of
accuracy, which is adequate for a viewer-centric interaction.
This holds even when using low-cost GPS and orientation
sensors that are found in the mobile devices on the market.
• in urban areas, which normally have dense buildings and
magnetic interference (e.g. due to tram’s overhead power
lines), the delivered accuracy can degrade, which affects
the overall user experience.
• the skyline-based feedback interface proved very useful
and direct means to recognize query accuracy. Using the
interface to give feedback manually proved also useful
to improve the query accuracy. However, it was reported
during the tests that it will be appreciable in a mobile
setting if the effort to give the manual feedback can be
reduced. This point is discussed further as a future work,
in Section 9.2.
9.1.2

Applying Participatory Sensing for Positioning

WBroximity, as explained in Chapter 6, provides a positioning
solution that uses both WLAN and Bluetooth fingerprints. Furthermore, such hybrid fingerprints are collected by using the
paradigm of participatory sensing, thus cutting the extra costs
needed to employ special personnel for this task, and allowing
the system coverage to expand to wherever participants reach.
A prototype for WBroximity was realized as a client for Android platform. The server modules were implemented on top
of the ContextFramework.KOM [56]. The system was evaluated
both in simulation and using the prototype. Evaluation results
show that:
• needed fingerprint attributes: the Link Quality Indicator
(LQI) is found essential for positioning. This is due to the
fact that in locations which are close to each other, most
often the same networks will be seen, so the network ID
(BSSID) alone does not provide much information. Interestingly, the BSSID can even be completely left out without
affecting the accuracy, assuming that each sampled location
has a characteristic LQI.
• role of Bluetooth: with stationary Bluetooth networks, the
system is found to provide better positioning accuracy. The
reason is that Bluetooth networks are mostly only visible
at one location. Mobile Bluetooth networks generally do
not lead to better accuracy, as they do not convey locationspecific fingerprints.
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• role of participatory sensing: as the number of participants
increases, the accuracy increases accordingly. In fact, the
system is found to learn exponentially as the number of
provided fingerprints for a certain location increases, regardless if these fingerprints are provided by one or more
users. However, in practice it is favorable if the fingerprints
are coming from different users to count for malicious users.
WBroximity can be used seamlessly as a location provider,
similar to GPS and network-based positioning. iVu.KOM is one
example case which can benefit from this, specially in indoor
settings.
9.2

future work

As next steps to the work conducted in this thesis, the following
research directions are identified:
• Towards enabling viewer-centric mobile location-based services, the issue of accuracy can still receive further research.
In particular, one viable research direction will be the design
and application of algorithms to recognize sensor errors
and to automatically react to such errors. This is essential and can be combined with the technological advancements which promise more accurate positioning (like Differential GPS) and more accurate heading (like gyroscopecompensated compasses). For usability reasons, it is also
interesting to design means to present and visualize the uncertainty in the retrieved information. Such means should
be intuitive to the mobile user. Further research should
also investigate the role of location- and time-based caching
when combined with the iVu model. Factors like the velocity of the user, the density of buildings and points of
interest, and the caching capabilities of the mobile device,
are all interesting when it comes to caching.
• To further understand the potential of using participatory
sensing for purposes of positioning, it is essential to research the issues related to quality of user participation
and the design of incentives for participation. Trends in the
system performance can be in practice investigated if the
system is deployed to a broad audience base. Another open
issue with WBroximity is the usage of GPS labels instead of
the currently used symbolic labels. This has the advantage
that same place is labeled with same coordinates. Nevertheless, as GPS coordinates are provided as triples (longitude,
latitude and altitude), this makes the classification a bit
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more complex. Research should investigate machine learning approaches which can handle this multi-dimensional
classification problem efficiently.
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A

W B R O X I M I T Y I M P L E M E N TAT I O N F O R
A N D R O I D P L AT F O R M

One design goal for WBroximity was to use it as a location
provider in the same manner other location providers are used.
The Android development environment offers two standard location providers:
• GPS_PROVIDER: this determines the position using the GPS
satellites, and
• NETWORK_PROVIDER: this determines the position based on
the availability of network (e.g. GSM) cell towers.
Custom location providers can be seamlessly plugged in the
application stack by extending the LocationProviderImpl class.
As shown in Figure 48, analogous to the location providers
GPS_PROVIDER and NETWORK_PROVIDER, the WBROXIMITY_PROVIDER
offers the methods needed to enable, disable and query the status of the location provider. The specific functionality of the
WBroximity provider is offered through two methods:
LocationProviderImpl
- AVAILABLE
- OUT_OF_SERVICE
- TEMPORARILY_UNAVAILABLE

Location
+ getLatitude(): void
+ getLongitude() void
+ getAccuracy():
+ getExtras(): Bundle

+ enable(): void
+ disable(): void
+ getStatus(): String
+ getLocation(): Location

GPS_PROVIDER

NETWORK_PROVIDER

WBROXIMITY_PROVIDER
+ setLocation(Location):void

Figure 48: WBroximity as a location provider for Android

• The getLocation() method: this method provides the latest
location fix by scanning the WLAN and Bluetooth fingerpints and sending them for evaluation by the WBroximity
server. The return value of the method is a Location object
as shown in Figure 48. This object holds the GPS longitude and latitude coordinates of the location fix, location
accuracy, as well as a key-value map (accessed through the
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WBroximity
designed to
harmonize with
standard location
providers

getExtras() method), which stores additional information

specific to the location provider. Therefore, this map is a
good place to store the fingerprint label.
• The setLocation() method: this method is specific to the
WBROXIMITY_PROVIDER (not existing in the base location
provider or other providers). This method stresses the
fact that WBroximity is based on participatory sensing,
where the users can provide location information too. The
Location object passed to this method will typically contain the user-provided fingerprint label plus a GPS location
that is either automatically or manually determined, as
explained next.

(a) State transition in training phase: client (left) and server (right)

(b) State transition in classification phase: client (left) and server (right)

A position fix can be
delayed due to
required scan period

The server modules of WBroximity are realized as a module in
the ContextFramework.KOM [56], which provides, among others,
an evaluation service that seamlessly interfaces to the different
machine learning algorithms provided by the Weka tool [35].
Figures 49b and 49a summarize the state transitions for the
WBroximity client and server during the training and classification phases, respectively. Due to the nature of standard WLAN
and Bluetooth network interfaces, applications should wait until
the next scan period to finish before a new position fix can be generated. Therefore, applications should generally get the locations
in a publish-subscribe manner. Applications may alternatively
use the position fix produced by latest scan period. However,
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the freshness of the position fix should be checked against the
requirements of the application1 .

1 An online demo of WBroximity can be found here http://www.kom.tudarmstadt.de/~fzaid/wbroximity.html
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B

X M L F O R M AT O F O P E N S T R E E T M A P

Listing 4 shows the XML description for the fingerprint “Darmstadtium´´ in Figure 8a. The rest of the fingerprints and some
redundant information were omitted due to the verbosity of the
syntax.
Listing 4: Fingerprint XML description in OpenStreetMap
<?xml version= " 1.0 " encoding= "UTF−8" ?>
<osm version= " 0.6 " generator= "CGImap 0.0.2 " >
<bounds minlat= " 49.8732200 " minlon= " 8.6571870 " maxlat= "
49.8750740 " maxlon= " 8.6611350 " />
<node id= "277280358" lat= " 49.8745188 " lon= " 8.6588539 " />
<node id= "295349803" lat= " 49.8744529 " lon= " 8.6586876 " />
<node id= "295155196" lat= " 49.8743839 " lon= " 8.6588223 " />
<node id= "295349804" lat= " 49.8742582 " lon= " 8.6582974 " />
<node id= "277280359" lat= " 49.8742716 " lon= " 8.6576947 " />
<node id= "277280360" lat= " 49.8742124 " lon= " 8.6577022 " />
<node id= "277280361" lat= " 49.8739797 " lon= " 8.6568383 " />
<node id= "277280362" lat= " 49.8744913 " lon= " 8.6566755 " />
<node id= "295155200" lat= " 49.8746499 " lon= " 8.6573102 " />
<node id= "295155203" lat= " 49.8746533 " lon= " 8.6576076 " />
<node id= "277280363" lat= " 49.8748488 " lon= " 8.6582718 " />
<way id= "25442519" user= "pabrabbin" timestamp= "2010−06−26
T07:50:03Z" >
<nd ref= "277280358" />
<nd ref= "295349803" />
<nd ref= "295155196" />
<nd ref= "295349804" />
<nd ref= "277280359" />
<nd ref= "277280360" />
<nd ref= "277280361" />
<nd ref= "277280362" />
<nd ref= "295155200" />
<nd ref= "295155203" />
<nd ref= "277280363" />
<nd ref= "277280358" />
<tag k= "name" v= "darmstadtium (Kongresszentrum) " />
<tag k= "website" v= " http://www. darmstadtium . de" />
</way>
</osm>
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ACRONYMS

LoS

Line-of-Sight

FoV

Field-of-View

LBS

Location-based Services

LoD

Level of Detail

OBB

Oriented Bounding Box

POI

Point of Interest

GPS

Global Positioning System

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network

RSS

Received Signal Strength

LQI

Link Quality Indicator

BSSID

Basic Service Set Identifier

MAC

Media Access Control
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